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Bachelor of Commerce 

Program outcome 

 

After successful completion of B.Com. Program, students are 

potential human Resource for the corporate world and 

entrepreneurship with the acquisition of skills and training. They 

would inculcate professional, social and moral values for 

surviving in dynamic and challenging world. 

Program Specific outcome 

 

After successful completion of the program, students are able 

tounderstand the practical application of Accountancy, 

Commerce, Business Economics and Taxation for business 

purpose, corporate use.  Students are able to develop 

entrepreneurship skills. Students are able to create choice to 

pursue further studies in the professional field of CA, CMA, 

MBA, M.Com.etc 

 

 

Course outcome 

F.Y.B.Com  

Course Outcome 

Accountancy & 

Financial 

Management  

The students are able to learn the various Accounting standards developed by 

ICAI, provisions for valuation of inventory, classification of expenditure. 

They also are able to finalize the manufacturing concern’s accounts and 

Departmental classification of accounts. They are able to determine the 

profits from accounts of  Consignment, Branch, Incomplete Records, 

Commerce Paper  The students are able to gain the knowledge of business and its environment, 

service sector, emerging services, retailing and E commerce. 

Business 

Economics  

The students are able to use the basic economics tools in the business. They 

areanalyzing demand, supply and cost of production. They will also learn the 

types of market structure and pricing practices. 

Business 

Communication  

The students are become proficient in the theory of communication, methods 

and modes of effective communication. They are acquaint with process of 

business correspondence, writing and presentation skills,etc. 

Environmental 

Studies  

The students are able to explore the concept of environmental eco system, 

population and emerging climatic issues and issues due to infrastructure 

development without application of eco-friendly practices, environmental 

movements and aspects of tourism. 



Mathematics & 
Statistical 

Techniques  

The students are able to increase the mathematical problem solving ability by 
learning probability theory, decision theory, interest, time series analysis. 

Foundation 

Course  

The students are able to learn theconcept of disparity, Indian constitution and 

political processes and able to make them socially aware of societal, 

environmental, physical problems. 

 

S.Y.B.Com  

Course Outcome 

Accountancy & 

Financial 

Management  

Students are able to finalize partnership accounts, they are able to convert the 

partnership account and learn various aspects of joint stock company 

accounts. 

Management 

Accounting  

Students are able to learn management aspects of accountancy in terms of 

ratio analysis, working capital and capital budgeting decisions. 

Auditing Students are able to understand  the various aspects of auditing such as audit 

planning, procedures and internal audit and auditing Techniques of Vouching 

& Verification 

Commerce Paper   The learners are made aware about conceptual knowledge and evolution of 

Management and acquaint withthe basic concepts of Indian Financial system, 

Production Management, Inventory Management &Quality Management.  

Business 

Economics  

The learners are able to understand the basic analytical tools of macro 

economics to evaluate macro economic conditions such as inflation, 

unemployment and growth. They will also able to learn various aspects of 

Public Finance. 

Business Law  The students acquaint with the conceptual study about the framework of 

Indian Business Laws like Negotiable instruments act, Indian contact 

act,Indian Companies Act, Consumer Protection Act, & Competition Act 

2002  

Advertising  The learners are able to understand the role of advertising for the success of 

brands and its importance within the marketing function of a company. 

Foundation 

Course  

The students are able to understand the Human Rights Provisions, Violations 

and Redressal and they are able to learn the soft skills, science and 

technology. 

 

T.Y.B.Com  

Course Outcome 

Financial 

Accounting  

The students are able to calculate the profit of Joint stock company, valuation 

current investments and accounting at the time of internal reconstruction. 

They are also able to calculate the underwriting commission, liquidators 

remuneration. 

Cost Accounting  The students are able to determine the material cost, labour cost, overhead 

cost and cost of product. They will also be able to determine profit from 



construction contracts, process costing.  

Commerce Paper   The students are able to learn the various aspects of Marketing and 

Marketing Decisions. They also acquaint with theHuman Resource 

Management its development, relation and trends. 

Business 

Economics  

The students are able to understand the macro-economic aspects of India 

with regards to agriculture, industries and service sector as well as they are 

able to understand the concept of International Trade, Balance of payments 

and International Economic Organization. 

Direct & Indirect 

Taxes 

The students are able to the basic terms used in income tax act, heads of 

income and computation of taxable income. They are also able to understand 

the computation of goods and service tax. 

Export 

Marketing  

 The students are able to the concept of Export Marketing and its global 

framework, India’s Foreign Trade Policy, Export finance and export 

procedure and documentation. 
 


